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ABSTRACT 
 

The Engineering Mechanics Program of the Reactor Analysis and Engineering Division at Argonne National 
Laboratory (ANL) made pretest predictions for the response of the 1:4 scale Prestressed Concrete Containment Vessel 
(PCCV).  Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) will test the PCCV up to failure by static overpressurization.  The Nuclear 
Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) of Japan and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of the U.S. sponsored 
the test program.  The PCCV model is scaled 1:4 uniformly in geometry of an existing water reactor (PWR) prestressed 
concrete containment vessel located in Japan.  A scale model with prestressing was constructed at SNL and includes a steel 
liner with various penetrations (i.e. equipment hatch, personnel airlock, main steam and feed water lines).  The design 
pressure of this prototype containment is 0.39 MPa (57 psi) gage. The structural response of the vessel, due to increasing 
internal pressure, is presented in terms of vessel displacement, reinforcement strains, liner strains and prestressing tendon 
strains/forces.  Consequences of modeling on the structural response are discussed along with predictions of failure 
mechanisms and ultimate failure capacity. A discussion on the use of axisymmetric modeling, which produces a global 
response, for the prediction of local failure modes is presented.  Primarily the prediction procedure uses the method of 
“knockdown” and reduction factors on the maximum allowable strain of a structural element.  Knockdown and reductions 
factors arise from analysis sophistication, as-built conditions, material response, multi-axial ductility reductions, and so on, 
which can be used to estimate a failure strain. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

A 2D axisymmetric finite element model was developed to predict the structural response to a quasi-static 
pressurization, possible failure mechanisms and an estimate of the ultimate failure capacity of the containment.  An in-house 
finite element code, which was developed to analyze reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete structures, was utilized for 
the analyses.  The finite element code has extensive concrete constitutive modeling (crack formation, post-crack response, 
multi-axial failure, etc.) and elastic-plastic material models for the liner and reinforcement bars. TEMP-STRESS [1,2,3,4,5 
and 6] is a two-dimensional finite element program that was developed for stress analysis of plane and axisymmetric 2-D 
metal and reinforced concrete structures under various thermal conditions. The code has evolved over the years to address 
safety issues at ANL. Since the code was developed to solve a variety of problems, the current version is a general purpose 2-
D finite element code primarily suited for nonlinear problems. An important feature of TEMP-STRESS is its ability to handle 
nonlinear problems, which often occur during beyond-design basis loads. The element formulations can properly treat large 
deformations (i.e. geometric nonlinearities), and the rate-type material models can handle large material strains (i.e. material 
nonlinearities). A Von Mises elastic-plastic constitutive material law is utilized for yielding and post yielding of material. 
The failure model used is based on a Davis triaxial factor for a multiaxial state of stress, in combination with Von Mises 
elastic-plastic constitutive law. Explicit solution algorithms are used to economically solve short duration transient problems, 
and a dynamic relaxation (DR) method is utilized to simulate quasi-static problems. The explicit time integration scheme is 
used in the TEMP-STRESS code. The numerical algorithm for the explicit time integration is based on the solution of the 
following equation of motion 
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where miI  is a diagonal mass matrix, uiI is a nodal displacement, fiI
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respectively, of node I in the ith direction.  Superscript dots are used to denote temporal derivatives. The equations of motion 
are solved using the central difference formulas. For static analysis the equilibrium equations are given by 
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There are various methods available for obtaining static solutions, TEMP-STRESS uses the dynamic relaxation 
(DR) method. Details are provided in Ref. [3] on the numerical algorithm utilized for the DR method. The main problem 
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associated with the DR algorithm, as well as other iterative techniques, is whether the current solution vector is close enough 
to the true solution so that the iteration process can be terminated. Premature termination will result in an incorrect solution, 
whereas excessive iterations will increase the time of the solution. An effective and efficient way to determine when the 
iteration process should cease is utilized in the code. The dual criteria used are  
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where 2         indicates the Euclidean norm. Accurate results without excessive computations are usually obtained with εf = 

0.25 (i.e. 0.25% error) and εu = 0.02 (0.02% change) in Eqs. (3) and (4).   Equation (3) is a global force balance check of 
external and internal forces at an iteration step.  Equation (4) is global displacement change at an iteration step.  Once these 
equations are satisfied, the iteration process is terminated, a load increment is applied, and the iteration process is restarted. 
The DR method does not change the basic architecture of the central difference scheme, but enhances it so static problems 
can be solved. 
 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 
 

TEMP-STRESS is a 2-D code for the stress analysis of plane and axisymmetric reinforced/prestressed concrete 
problems.  A flexural element (axisymmetric shell) with two-point integration along its length and five integration points 
through the depth is used for the concrete cylinder and dome of the structure.  The rebars are modeled by what is known as 
“homogenization”: the stress-strain law for the rebars is embedded in the stress-strain response of the elements.  This 
approach can account for the direction, position and amount of reinforcement.  The rebars are assumed to remain rigidly 
bonded to the concrete; debonding of the rebars with the concrete is not considered.  
 Reinforcement in the flexural element can be specified at arbitrary layers measured from the neutral axis and 
spanning from the axial (meridional) direction through the hoop direction.  Inclined reinforcement through the depth of the 
cross-section, representing the connecting ties, can also be treated. The flexural elements account for cracking in the concrete, 
two orthogonal cracks may occur in the axisymmetric shell element at each integration point: one in the hoop direction and 
one in the meridional direction. In addition to reinforcement specified within the concrete element, 
reinforcement/prestressing can also be modeled by means of discrete rod and ring elements.  The combination of 
homogenized and discrete elements can this be used to represent the details of reinforcement in the containment structures. 

The axisymmetric finite element model is depicted in Figure 1.  The numerical model consists of the reinforced 
concrete, meridional prestress tendons, hoop prestress tendons and the liner.  Nominal thickness of the concrete wall and liner 
plate were used, and nominal areas for the reinforcement and tendons were used. The centerline mesh of the reinforced 
concrete wall is the outer mesh and the inside mesh is the liner as shown in the Fig. 1.  Boundary conditions of the finite 
element model are as follows: 1) at the bottom (Y = 0), where the cylinder wall meets the basemat, the rotation, x 
displacement, and y displacement are restrained, and 2) at the top (X = 0) a symmetry boundary condition is applied, which 
means the rotation and x displacement are restrained.  The reinforced concrete wall is modeled by 50 axisymmetric shell 
elements, with 32 elements in the cylinder and 18 elements in the dome.  The liner is modeled by 50 axisymmetric membrane 
elements, with 32 elements in the cylinder and 18 elements in the dome. The prestressing bar elements for the meridional 
tendons are overlaid on the reinforced concrete elements. 

The nodes for the prestressing bar elements are, thus, overlaid on the nodes for the concrete elements. A slide line is 
provided to simulate the tendon and duct interface (no friction was assumed).  The hoop prestressing ring elements utilize the 
same nodes of the reinforced concrete element nodes, a total of 40 ring elements (31 in the cylinder and 9 in the lower half of 
the dome) were used to model the hoop prestressing.  The concrete shell and liner used 51 nodes each and the slider uses 49 
nodes over the concrete nodes (the apex and the basemat-wall juncture nodes of the concrete shell tie into the slider). The 
hairpin prestressing cables used in the actual containment model were modeled as meridional tendons in the cylinder and 
lower half of the dome (< 45O), and a combination of hoop tendons and meridional tendons were used in the upper half of the 
dome (> 45O).  This avoids having the entire hairpin prestressing tendons passing over the apex of the dome.  Originally, the 
entire hairpin tendons were modeled as meridional tendons and this caused the dome concrete to crack and the dome rebars to 
yield (several elements near the dome apex).  Thus, in the numerical model of one radian (i.e. axisymmetric), 9 layers of 
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partial meridional  prestressing were utilized from the mesh size in the dome.  This method provides only one tendon, which 
passes over the dome apex, and as each meridional layer (equivalent to approximately 3 tendons in cross-sectional area) is 
terminated it is replaced with a hoop tendon (of the same equivalent area) in the upper half of the dome.  A total of 455 bar 
elements were used to model the hairpin cables and 9 ring elements were used to model the equivalent hoop tendons in the 
upper half of the dome (i.e. converted meridional bar elements). In summary, a total of 604 elements and 151 nodes (51 
concrete, 51 liner and 49 slider nodes) were utilized in the finite element model of the PCCV in Fig.  1. 
 
MATERIAL MODELS 
 

Both the steel and the concrete are modeled as nonlinear materials.  The constitutive equations for these materials 
are based on elastic-plastic law with initial yielding and the subsequent loading surface described by the von Mises condition. 
The uniaxial strength data for the steel materials are given in Fig. 2 for the reinforcing bars (rebar), prestressing cables and 
liner material in terms of true stress and true strain.  The rebar material properties are modified to take into account the 
strength of the couplers (i.e. splicing of rebar).  The strength of the rebar is assumed to be the failure strain of the couplers, 
which was 7.8%.   The failure strain values used are approximately the average from the test data provided by SNL [11]. 

The strength capacity of the concrete in multiaxial stress space is characterized by the so-called Hsieh-Ting-Chen 
[7] four-parameter failure surface.  The concrete response after failure is simulated using the element size independent 
cracking criterion established by Bazant and Oh [8].  In the uniaxial tensile stress-strain relationship, a linear reduction of 
strength  is specified from the cracking strength down to zero.  The maximum strain in tension, where the cracking stress is 
specified as zero, is approximately 0.6 % strain for the fracture energy used and the mesh size chosen.  The input data 
required to define the failure surface is given in Table 1.  The values of Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and the tensile 
strength were based on the material data from the trial mix concrete provided by SNL in Ref. [11] for field curing of fc’ = 
44.13 MPa concrete. The concrete is assumed to fail at 0.3% strain under uniaxial compression.  The fracture energy of the 
concrete was determined from the empirical formula given in Ref. [8], which is based on the tensile strength (ft’ = 3.45 MPa) 
and maximum aggregate size (da was assumed to be 1.0 cm) of the concrete. 
 

Table 1 Concrete Material Properties 
 

Property Value 
Young’s Modulus 27000 MPa (3900 ksi) 
Poisson’s Ratio 0.18 
Compressive Strength 47.3 MPa (6860 psi) 
Biaxial Compressive Strength 54.4 MPa (7890 psi) 
Tensile Strength 3.45 MPa (500 psi) 
Fracture Energy, Gf 54.6 N/m (0.31 lbf/in) 

 
FAILURE MODELS 
 

Both structural and local failure modes are addressed in the analysis.  The structural failure modes are element 
failures that arise from exceeding the allowable strain from the uniaxial stress-strain response input.  This includes rebar 
couplers, prestressing cables and liner plates. Structural failure of rebar couplers and prestressing cables are based on uniaxial 
tension strain exceeding the failure strain.  Structural failure of the liner plates is considered as a local failure mode and is 
described below. 

The local failure modes are difficult to obtain with an axisymmetric model due to the level of analysis 
sophistication, unknown as-built conditions, material conditions and triaxial stress effects on the uniaxial failure strain.  The 
local failure mode investigated in this pretest analysis was liner tearing.  The liner will most likely fail before a structural 
failure will occur.  This will occur due to the welding of liner plates, thickened liner sections and liner studs that attach the 
liner to the concrete.  Reference [9] addresses this type of failure and the procedure to predict the failure strain.  The failure 
mode associated with plastic failure arises from the global primary plastic strains. These global strains produce gross 
structural distortions or peak plastic strains that do not produce significant distortions.  The proposed failure criterion in Ref. 
[9] is expressed as: 
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where: =cε  Maximum calculated equivalent strain 

=uε  Maximum uniform strain from uniaxial stress-strain data 
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K = K1 K2 K3: Combined knockdown factor 
K1:  Knockdown factor for analysis sophistication 
K2:  Knockdown factor for as-built configuration 
K3:  Knockdown factor for material considerations 
FT:  Triaxial ductility reduction factor 

 
The ductility reduction in the material, which is a decrease in the failure strain level, due to multiaxial loading effects is 
addressed by using the triaxiality factor approach.  The triaxiality factor is expressed as: 
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where: =iσ Principal stresses (i = 1, 2, 3) 

 
Typical values for the above knockdown factors are as follows. The K1 knockdown factor was developed to account 

for the level of sophistication of the finite element model.  A finite element model review that identifies the detail and 
completeness of the geometry, element refinement, boundary conditions and assumptions made or implied by the model.  
Any differences between the finite element model and the actual structure are quantified and related to the calculated strain, 
are used to determine the value of K1.  The range of K1 varies from 1 to 5; this range is based on the refinement of the finite 
element model and how well it addresses global strains as well as strain gradients and concentrations due to structural 
discontinuities.  The upper limit of 5 is based on ASME code criteria (Section III and VIII) which states that 5 is the largest 
concentration factor to be used for any configuration designed and fabricated. 

The K2 knockdown factor was developed to account for as-built configurations and is based on the difference 
between the structural information available to the analyst and the actual construction configuration.  Typical values range 
from 1 to 1.25, which is based on the parameters of construction materials, weld quality, fabrication tolerances, post weld 
heat treatment, fabrication residual stresses and details, and plate thickness or bar areas. 

The K3 knockdown factor was developed to account for material degradation and is based upon the effect of 
material property degradation on the strain at failure and the structural loading of the component.  Typical values range from 
0.85 to 1.15, which is based on the parameters of corrosion, pitting, cracking, aging, etc.  A factor of 1.0 would represent a 
mean value of material properties. 

The FT reduction factor was developed to account for multiaxial strain effect on the strain level at failure.  Manjoine 
[10] determined empirically that the maximum principal strain at failure under a multiaxial load could be approximated as the 
maximum principal strain at failure under a uniaxial load divided by the triaxiality factor.  Reference [9] modified Eq. (6) to 
ensure a reasonable limiting value based on Manjoine use of the minimum strain limit, and is given by: 
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RESPONSE OF MODEL TO PRESSURIZATION 
 

The axisymmetric finite element model was first prestressed by using 10 load increments, to avoid any damage 
(cracking and steel yielding) to the PCCV numerical model.  Afterwards, the numerical model was pressurized in steps of 
3447.4 Pa (0.5 psi) to obtain the vessel response.  At each load step described above, static equilibrium was assured by a 
force balance described in Eq. 3 and a displacement change limit described in Eq. 4. Additionally, an energy balance check 
(i.e., internal strain energy balance with external work of the applied forces) was done to ensure static equilibrium was 
obtained.  Since the numerical model is axisymmetric, only the response of the PCCV in the free field can be determined; 
three-dimensional models are needed to capture the effects around penetrations.   Two analyses were completed with the 
finite element model. The first analysis used a nominal prestress load and the second analysis used a lowered hoop prestress 
load. 

The first analysis assumes that no prestress loss was present in the model at the free field location, i.e. friction loss 
was neglected and the full prestressing as given in the design drawing specification was applied. The second analysis 
assumes that a prestress loss was present in the model in a free field location. A value of 30% reduction was estimated for the 
average hoop tendon load in the free field location of the containment vessel. The estimate was determined by the friction 
loss and set loss given in Ref. [11]. The estimate was based on the loss due to friction from the angle change (99% of loss) 
and the loss due to tendon length friction.  At a location of 90O from the buttress, the tendon force is 71% of the applied 
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tendon force at the buttress.  Note, only the hoop tendon in the finite element model were reduced by 30%, the hairpin 
(meridional) tendon forces were not reduced. 

The pressure history plots of the analyses are given in Figs. 3, 4, 7, and 8 at various locations in the free field of the 
PCCV.  The displacements and strains include the initial deflection/strain from the prestressing of the PCCV.  This is why at 
zero pressure, a displacement or strain is present in some of the pressure history responses.  Reference [12] provides 
additional plots of displacements and strains for other locations in the vessel model. 
 
The effect of pressuring the vessel with a prestress loss (i.e. Analysis 2) leads to the following events: 
 

  Gage Pressure  
(MPa)  (psig)   

First cracking of concrete in the cylinder due to hoop stresses:  0.68    98.5 
First cracking of concrete in the cylinder due to meridional stress: 0.64    93.5 
First yielding of hoop rebar in cylinder:    1.07  155.5 
First yielding of meridional rebar in wall basemat juncture:  1.35  195.5 
First cracking of dome concrete above 45O dome angle:  1.09  157.5 
First cracking of dome concrete below 45O dome angle:  0.70  102.0 
Hoop tendons in cylinder reaching 1 % strain (at mid cylinder): 1.37  198.5 
Hoop tendons in cylinder reaching 2 % strain (at mid cylinder): 1.53  222.5 
Hoop tendons in cylinder reaching 3 % strain (at mid cylinder): 1.61  233.0 

 
The above results are compared with the Analysis 1, in which the full prestressing was applied. 
 

Pressure Difference  
[Analysis 1 – Analysis 2] 
(MPa)  (psig)  

First cracking of concrete in the cylinder due to hoop stresses:  0.18    26.5 
First cracking of concrete in the cylinder due to meridional stress: 0.11    16.0 
First yielding of hoop rebar in cylinder:    0.18    26.5 
First yielding of meridional rebar in wall basemat juncture:  0.10    14.5 
First cracking of dome concrete above 45O dome angle:  0.09    15.5 
First cracking of dome concrete below 45O dome angle:  0.17    25.0 
Hoop tendons in cylinder reaching 1 % strain (at mid cylinder): 0.00      0.5 
Hoop tendons in cylinder reaching 2 % strain (at mid cylinder): 0.00      0.5 
Hoop tendons in cylinder reaching 3 % strain (at mid cylinder): 0.00      0.5 

 
Thus, the hoop prestress loss lowers the onset of concrete cracking, yielding of rebar, and yielding of the liner by 
approximately 0.1 to 0.2 MPa of internal pressure in the PCCV model.  Additionally, the hoop prestress tendon loss does 
cause the nonlinear response of the radial displacements and hoop strains (rebar and liner) to occur at a lower pressure, by 
approximately 0.1 to 0.15 MPa.  However, the hoop prestress loss has little or no effect on the hoop tendon response to 
internal pressure. 
 
FAILURE PRESSURE OF MODEL 
 
Two failure mechanisms were determined for each analysis case, 1 and 2.  The first is a structural failure, in which a hoop 
tendon will fail due to reaching its ultimate strain in tension. Several failure modes were investigated during the analysis, 
such as hoop rebar coupler failure, meridional coupler failure, hoop tendon failure and hairpin tendon failure.  The most 
plausible structural failure was hoop tendon failure near midheight of the vessel cylinder.  

The second failure mechanism is a local failure of the liner at approximately midheight of the vessel cylinder, where 
liner strain concentrations will occur due to the penetrations (i.e. equipment hatch, air lock, other ports, etc,) thickened liner 
plates, weldments, and liner stud interactions.  The local failure pressure predicted was lower than the structural failure 
pressure. 

Structural failure was determined in each of the analysis cases.  The failure was the same mode and approximately 
the same location for each analysis case, which was hoop tendon failure at a location, which is slightly above the midheight 
of the cylinder. Figure 5 depicts the displaced shape of the vessel just prior to failure in analysis case 1, i.e. last load step at 
which static equilibrium is maintained. Figure 6 is the displaced shape of the vessel just prior to failure in analysis case 2. 
The main difference between the results of Fig. 5 and 6 is the location of the hoop tendon failure.  Figure 7 shows the 
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pressure history of the hoop tendon that fails for the two analyses. The effect of prestress loss for the prediction of this 
structural failure has little or no consequences on the failure pressures, and a slight effect on the location of failure (0.7 m 
lower elevation when prestress loss is present). 

The liner of the vessel was determined to have a local failure due to the global strains provided in the axisymmetric 
analyses.  The local failure mechanism is described in Eq. 5, in which a reduced failure strain is estimated.  The location of 
the liner was approximately mid-height of the vessel cylinder at an elevation of 6.4m.  The knockdown factor was calculated 
with the following individual factors: 
 
 K1 = 5.0  for the analysis sophistication 
 K2 = 1.25 for the as-built condition 
 K3 = 1.74 for the liner material condition, i.e. weld joint strength 
 FT = 1.8  for the triaxial ductility reduction 
 
The analysis sophistication was chosen to be 5, which is the maximum recommended value, because only global strains can 
be obtained from the axisymmetric model utilized.  Strains that are produced from liner studs, weldments, and thickened liner 
plates can not be modeled.  The as-built factor of 1.25 is a conservative estimate.  The welded joint strength given in the data 
provided by SNL indicates a failure strain of 19% with a liner failure strain of 33%, thus K3 = 33%/19% = 1.74.  The biaxial 
state of stress in the liner elements were proportioned by a factor of 1.77 for internal pressures of 1.51 MPa (219 psi) to 1.54 
MPa (223 psi), i.e. meridional stress / hoop stress = 1.87, and results in FT = 1.8.   

Thus, the total knockdown factor KFT = K1 K2 K3 FT = 19.6, which gives a reduced failure strain of 1.69% for a liner 
material failure strain of 33% (Figure 2 depicts the failure in true strain).  With a yield strain of 0.16% in the liner, this would 
result in an effective plastic failure strain of 1.53%, as shown in Fig. 8.  The effective plastic strain is based on a uniaxial 
stress-strain response for a multi-axial state of stress.  The local liner failure occurs at an elevation of 6.38m for both 
analyses.  The reduced prestress load has a minimal effect (1.8% reduction) on the estimated failure pressure.  The estimated 
global failure strain of 1.69% is in agreement with past concrete containment vessel experiments, i.e. 1/6 scale reinforced 
concrete containment vessel test at SNL. Ref. [6] provides similar global strains (average axisymmetric global strains of 
1.73% in the free field for local liner failure at vessel cylinder mid-height) to the estimated failure strain calculated above. 
 
SUMMARY 
 

Two analyses were performed using an axisymmetric model of the PCCV scaled test.  The first analysis used the full 
hoop tendon force and the second analysis use a reduced hoop tendon force.  The reduced tendon force was an approximation 
of what the actual free field of the vessel model will experience, in regards to the hoop tendons.  The reduced tendon force 
resulted in an earlier onset of concrete cracking, yielding of rebar and yielding of the liner.  The difference in internal 
pressure was about 0.1 MPa to 0.2 MPa for cracking and yielding to occur.  However, the predicted failures did not decrease 
significantly with a prestress loss, approximately 1.8% maximum reduction.  There was no change in the internal pressure to 
cause yielding of the tendons, when the two analyses are compared. 

Two failure modes were investigated, structural failure and local liner failure.  The structural failure predicted is a 
hoop tendon failing, which in turn will cause the liner to rip and allow the internal pressure to escape through the cracked 
concrete vessel wall.  The local liner failure occurs at a lower pressure and will also allow the internal pressure to escape 
through the cracked concrete vessel wall.  Both failures occur at a location near the mid-height of the vessel cylinder with an 
elevation of between 6.4m to 7.1m.  Note that the liner and hoop strains in the vessel cylinder from an elevation of 5.5m to 
7.5m are almost constant, thus the failures could occur in this elevation range.  

The displacements, strains and forces obtained in Analysis 2, which had the hoop prestressing loss, would be more 
representative of the displacements and strains of the actual PCCV model in the free field response, where a prestress loss 
will exist.  In summary: 

 
Local liner failure is estimated at 1.51 MPa (219 psi) internal pressure near the mid-height of the vessel cylinder, 
where local liner strain concentrations are present. This pressure is approximately 3.8 times the design pressure. 
 
Structural failure of hoop tendons estimated at 1.62 MPa (235 psi) internal pressure near the mid-height of the 
vessel cylinder. 
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Figure 3.  Radial Displacements versus Internal Pressure Figure 4.  Reinforcement Bar Hoop Strain versus Internal 
   on Inside Surface of PCCV        Pressure on Inside Layer 

Figure 5. Vessel Displacements at Impending  Figure 6. Vessel Displacements at Impending  
   Failure Pressure for Analysis 1      Failure Pressure for Analysis 2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Maximum Hoop Tendon Strain versus Internal  Figure 8. Maximum Liner Effective Plastic Strain versus 
  Pressure at Cylinder Mid-Height     Internal Pressure near Cylinder Mid-Height 
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